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Abstract 
The article is devoted to the investigations of the topological properties of d-spaces introduced 
by Wyler, Lecture Notes in Mathematics, vol. 871 (1981), 384-389. In particular, it is estab- 
lished that for this rather wide class of topological spaces the known Scott construction gives 
the spaces that are homeomorphic to the spaces of all continuous mappings into themselves. 
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The present article is devoted to mathematical foundations of denotational semantics. 
It is shown that d-spaces introduced in [l] (in [2], they are called the monotone 
convergence spaces) have natural closedness properties (Propositions 2-4) and behave 
well with respect to inverse limits of inverse spectra of projections (Propositions 6 and 
7). Thus, one can apply the well-known Scott construction [3] of topological spaces 
X that are homeomorphic to the space C(X,X) of all continuous mappings of X into 
itself. The class of d-spaces is sufficiently wide. It contains all Tl-spaces and all sober 
spaces [2]. Proposition 5 shows that for any inverse spectrum of projections the “dual” 
direct spectrum has direct limit which is homeomorphic to a subspace of the inverse 
limit, being its d-basis. Theorem 1 yields a necessary (and sufficient) condition for the 
“continuity” of a functor on the inverse limits in the category 9’p of d-spaces with 
projections taken as morphisms. As a conclusion, the following fact is established: For 
any To-space X and any its extension Y, being a d-space, the smallest d-space X0 C Y 
containing X is uniquely determined up to a homeomorphism on X. As a consequence, 
we obtain Wyler’s result [l, Theorem 2.71 about the existence of d-completions. 
Hereinafter, all topological spaces are assumed to be separated (To-spaces). Then the 
preorder <x on the topological space X (the subscript X will be often omitted) de- 
fined by the topology as follows: for <,<’ E X 4 <X t’ % for any open U C X( 5 E U =+ 
<’ E U) (cf., for example, [2]) is a (partial) order. 
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We establish a simple topological property which will be the basis for further rea- 
soning. 
Lemma 1. Let { & 1 i E I} b e a directedfamily of elements of a space X (with respect 
to the order <x) and let 5 be the least upper bound, 5 = supiEl li, and a limit point 
of this family. If f :X + Y is a continuous mapping, then f (5) = supiEr f (&) and 
f(5) is a limit point of the family {f(&)l iEZ}. 
We verify that f(t) is a limit point of the family {f(t;i) (iEZ). Let UC Y be 
open and let f (5) E U. Then r E f -l(U). Consequently, there exists i E I such that 
5, E f -l(U) (since t is a limit point of the family {li 1 i E Z}). But in this case 
f(&) E U and f(t) is a limit point of the family {f(&) 1 iEZ}. 
Since a continuous mapping is monotone (with respect to the orders dx and d r ), 
f (0 is an upper bound of the family {f (&) 1 i E I}. If n E Y is an upper bound of 
the family {f (&) I i E I} and f (5) 6 Y q, then there is an open set U 5 Y such that 
f (<) E U, v] 6 U. By the above arguments, there exists i E I such that f (&) E U. How- 
ever, f (& ) < Y q implies n E U. We arrive at a contradiction. 
A topological space X is called a d-space if any directed family of elements of X 
has the least upper bound being a limit point of this family. 
Corollary 1. 0. Any retract of a d-space is a d-space. 
1. A closed subspace of a d-space is a d-space. 
2. Zf Xj, j E J, is a family of d-subspaces of the space X, then X* % n,,, Xj is a 
d-space (by dejinition, the empty space is a d-space). 
0. From Lemma 1. 
1. It is obvious. 
2. Let {<i I i E I} be a directed family of elements of X* . Then for j E J in Xj there ex- 
ists <T % sup4 & and c; is a limit point of the family { ti ( i E I} in Xj. It is easy to 
check that (7 is also the least upper bound and a limit point of the family { & 1 i E I} 
in X. Consequently, for all j, j’ E J we have (7 = ;“j, l; EX*, (7 = supx, & and 
(7 is a limit point of the family { & 1 i E I} in X*. 
Examples of d-spaces 
1. Any Ti-space is a d-space. 
2. A complete A-space is a d-space. (all necessary definitions can be found in [4]; 
Corollary 1 to Theorem 1 [4, Section 31 shows that a complete A-space is a 
d-space). 
3. Any sober space is a d-space (cf. [l]). 
A subspace Xc of X is called a d-basis for X if for any 5 EX there exists a directed 
family { 4i 1 i E Z} of elements of Xc such that 5 = supiEr I$ and 5 is a limit point of 
this family. 
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Lemma 2. If X0 is a d-basis for X, Y is a topological space, and f, g :X --f Y are 
continuous mappings uch that f 1x0 = g 1 X0, then f = g. 
Assume that f # g and 5 E X is such that f (5) # g(r). Let { ti / i E I} be a directed 
family of elements of X0 such that r = supiE1 & and let 5 be a limit point of this family. 
By Lemma 1, f (0 = supi,, f (5i) = supiE, g(ti) = g(5). We arrive at a contradiction. 
Corollary 2. Zf X0 is a d-basis for X and U, U’ are open subset of X such that 
U nX0 = U’ nX0, then U = U’. 
Proposition 1. Zf X0 is a d-basis for X, Y is a d-space, and fo :X0 ---t Y is a continuous 
mapping, then there exists a unique continuous mapping f : X + Y that extends Jo. 
Let 5 E X. There exists a directed family {ti 1 i E Z} of elements of X0 such that 
t = supiEr ti and 5 is a limit point of this family. The family { fo(rt) 1 i E I} of ele- 
ments of Y is directed. Consequently, there exists q% supiE, fo(li) and q is a limit 
point of the family { fo(<i) 1 i E I}. Put f (5) %J v]. Let us verify that the mapping f 
is well defined. Let {ri, ( i’ E Z’} b e another directed family of elements of X0 such 
that 5 = SUP~,~~, & and 5 is a limit point of this family; ye’ +G SUP~,~~, fo($). Assume 
that r~ # y’. Then there exists an open subset U of Y such that r~ E U and q’ $ U 
(or q’ E U and v 4 U). Since q is a limit point of {fo(<i) / i E I}, there exists i E I 
such that fo(ti) E U. Since fop’(U) is open in X0, there exists an open subset V C X 
such that I’ n Xs = foP’( U). Then <i E I’, [i < 5, and 4 E V. Since c is a limit point of 
{[I, Ii’~l’},thereexistsi’~l’suchthat I$EV~IXO=~~-‘(U), fo(&)EU, fo(ti,)< 
n’ and ye’ E U. We arrive at a contradiction. 
Thus, the mapping f :X + Y is well defined. In the case 50 E X0, we can take {to} 
for a required sequence. Consequently, f (to) = fo(<o), i.e., f is an extension of fo. 
Let us check that f is continuous. Let U be open in Y. Then fop’(U) is open in X0. 
Let V be open in X and let VnXa= foe’(U). We verify that V= f-‘(U). Let TV V 
and let { ti I i E I} be a directed family of elements of X0 such that [ = supiG1 ti and 4 
is a limit point of this family. Then { 4i 1 i E I} n V # 8. Let i E I be such that li E I’, but 
4; E&, to E VnXo =fc’(U). Consequently, fo(<i)E U, fo(4i)Gf(5), and f(5)E U, 
i.e., VLf-‘(U). Let tEf_‘(U) and f(<)EU. If {tiliEZ}&Xo as above, then 
f (5) = supiEr fo(ti) and f (5) is a limit point of { fo(&) I i E I}. Then there exists i E I 
such that So(&) E U. Therefore, ti E foel(U)& V, 5, <t and 5 E V, i.e., f-‘(U)c V 
and f-‘(U) = V. The continuity of f is proved. 
The uniqueness of f follows from Lemma 2. 
Now, we establish a number of results concerning d-spaces. 
Let X be a topological space (with topology T C: P(X)). Let Xl denote the space 
obtained by joining a “new” point I to X (I 4 X): Xl %X U {I} with topology 
Tl &J T U {XL}. We indicate obvious properties of this construction. 
1. X is a homeomorphic subspace of Xl. 
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2. I is the smallest element ofX1. 
3. If X is a d-space, then X_L is also a d-space. 
Consider the simplest case where the space consists of exactly one element: E e {T}. 
Then the space El = {I, T} is the so-called the Serpinskii space which is a d-space. 
The following assertion is well known (and can be easily proved). 
Lemma 3. If X is an arbitrary topological space (with topology T) and U E T, then 
the mappjng fo :X 4 El deJined as follows: f (5) = T for 4 E U and f(t)% I for 
< 4 U, is continuous and the mapping 6 :X + E:(= nuEr Ey, Ey = El), induced by 
the set of mappings fu, is a homeomorphic embedding of X into ET. 
Proposition 2. Zf X is a d-space and Y is an arbitrary topological space, then the 
space C( Y,X) of all continuous,functions from Y to X (in the pointwise convergence 
topology) is u d-space. 
Let ,fi, i E I, be a directed family of functions from C(Y,X). Let f*(y)* supiEl fi(r]), 
y E Y. We verify that f* E C(Y,X). Assume that f*(n)E U LX and U is open. Since 
f*(y) = supiE, J(q) and X is a d-space, there exists i E I such that fi(n) E U. Then 
q~Vefi.-‘(U).Moreover,ifn’~V,then f*(n’)2fi(n’)EU, f*(n’)fU,andnfVc 
f;‘(U). Thus, f* E C(Y,X) and the following relation is obvious: f* = supiE1 fi. 
Show that f* is a limit point of the family {h / i E I}. The pointwise convergence 
topology on C(Y,X) represents the smallest topology containing all sets of the form 
(5 U) ti {f I f E C(Y,X),f (n) E U}, n E K U CX is open. Let f* E fJck (nj, U$.), 
ni E Y, and let UJC X) be open for j <k. By the above arguments, there exist ij E I 
such that fi, E (Y/j, Uj), j <k. Since the family {f; 1 i E I} is directed, there exists i E Z 
such that fi, <fi, j<k. Then fi E (YIJ, q) for j<k and fi E njik (qj, U,). 
The following propositions can be proved in a similar (even simpler) way. 
Proposition 3. If Xi, i E I, is a family of d-spaces, then the Cartesian product &, Xi 
is a d-space. 
Proposition 4. If (4 1 pii : Xj + 4, i 6 j E I} is an inverse spectrum of d-spaces, then 
limXi is a d-space. 
Let X and Y be topological spaces. A pair of continuous mappings e : Y 4 X and 
p :X -+ Y is called a projection pair (e, p) [3] if pe = idr and ep( 4) 6 < for all < E X 
(the last condition can be written as follows: ep<idx, where < is the order defined by 
the pointwise topology on C(X,X)). A continuous mapping p :X + Y is called a pro- 
jection if there exists a continuous mapping e: Y +X such that (e, p) is a projection 
pair 
A projection pair (e, p) is uniquely determined by any of its elements: 
e(y)=inf{51~EX,p(5)=y), nE K 
p(i’)=sup{~InEY, e(n)dO, 5E.X. 
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For a projection p :X -+ Y (with a pair mapping e : Y -X) denote by p the mapping 
ep :X -+X. Then p2 = 7 and 7 < idx. A continuous mapping p :X +X of the space 
X into itself such that p2 = p and p<idx will be called a proretraction. 
If p :X + Y is a projection, then p :X +X is a proretraction. If p :X -+X is a 
proretraction, then p :X + p(X) is a projection. 
Any proretraction p :X -+X is uniquely determined by its image p(X) G X: 
If p, p’ : X ----i X are proretractions, then p < p’ H p(X) C p’(X). If Pi :X + Yi, i = 0, 1, 
are projections, then we set po < pI if PO <p,, where pi :X +X is a proretraction 
corresponding to the projection Pi, i = 0,l. 
For projections p, :X + Y;, i = 0, 1, the inequality holds po < pi if and only if there 
exists a projection p : Yi + Ye such that po = pp~. Such a projection p is unique (if 
it exists). 
Let {X; 1 Pi; : X, + Xi, i <j E I} be the inverse spectrum of projections, X* e 1imXi 
is an inverse limit of this spectrum, and Pi :X* +Xi, i E I, are the corresponding 
mappings of the inverse limit (such that Pj;Pi = pi for i <j E I). 
Lemma 4. The mappings pi :X* -Xi we projections. 
For i <j E I let eij : Xi + Xj be a mapping such that (eij, Pji) is a projection pair. We 
check that eik = ejkeij for id j d k. It suffices to prove that (e,jke!j, Pki) is a projection 
pair: 
Pkie,ke{j = Pji pkje.jkeij = &eij = idxs9 
ejkeii pki = ejkeij pji pkj d ej,k pkj 6 idx, 
Thus, e& = ejkeij and pkje& = pkjejkeij = eij. Furthermore, it is obvious that e;i = idx,, 
i E I. Fix io E I. Then the system of mappings eioi :XiO -Xi for io <i E I is such that 
P,ieiaj = ei,,i for io < i d j and, consequently, define a continuous mapping ei, :X, + 
lim iO <;c,Xi(=X*) such that pie,,, - 101 e. for io <i. In particular, Pioeio = eioi,, = idx,O. 
If we establish that ej, ps < idx* , then we can conclude that (ei,, pi,) is a projection 
pair and Pia :X* -Xi0 is a projection. To prove this fact we assume that if X” is a 
subspace of the Cartesian product niOQI,, Xi consisting of f E nioGrE, Xi such that 
io<i<j, then pjif(j)= f(i) (and pif = f(i), io 6 i). We first show that ei Pji < ei for 
(io<)i<j. Let 5 EX~, j<k ~1. Then 
(e,pj;(~))(k)=eikpj;(r’>=ejkeijpji(r>dejk(i”>=(ej(~))(k). 
Hence eiPii < ej. Let f E X* C n, GrEl Xi and 
(% PiOf) = (ei,,f (io>>(i> = %if (io) = eioipii,f (i)Gf (i). 
Thus, ei, pi0 d idx* and Pi0 is a projection. 
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In the proof of the lemma, we established that {Xi 1 ev :Xi +Xj, i <j E I} is the 
direct spectrum which will be referred to as the direct spectrum dual to the inverse 
spectrum {Xi 1 pji :Xj -Xi, i<j ~1). Let US check that ei = ejcij for i<j ~1. It suffices 
to show that (ejeij, pi) is a projection pair: 
ejeijpi = Wijpjipj 1 JPJ 1 <e- <idx*. 
Then the system of mappings e,, i E Z, defines a continuous mapping e : X* e lim Xi + 
X* such that ei = eel, where e: : Xi + 1imXi are mappings of the direct limit. 
Proposition 5. A mapping e : limXi + limX, is a homeomorphic embedding and e 
(1imX;) is a d-basis for the spa;e limXi. 
Let X!- , -ei(Xi) be a subspace of X* (homeomorphic to the space Xi), i E 1. If 
id j, then pi < pj (since pi = pjipj) and X/ C X,!; eb :X/ -+X,! is the identity em- 
bedding of X/ into XI. Then the system {X/ 1 ei :X/ + Xi’, i < j E I} form the direct 
spectrum homeomorphic to the spectrum {Xi 1 eij : Xi + Xj, i <j E I} with the help of 
the homeomorphisms ei : Xi -Xi’ = ei(Xi) &X* (since ei = ejeij for i <j E I). We have 
X’%e(X) = lJiEIX/. Check that X’, being a subspace of X*, is the direct limit limX/. 
It suffices to show that if U CX’ such that U nX/ is open in X/ for any i E Iythen 
U is open in X’. We prove a little more general fact than need in the sequel. 
Lemma 5. Let pi :X -X, i E I, be a directed family of proretractions of the space 
x:x%pi(x), X’% UiEIX/. rf U &X’ is such that for any i E I U nx,’ is open in 
X/, then U is open in X’. 
Put Ui * pi- ’ (U flX/); Ui is open in X, i E I, U* % UiCI Ui is also open in X. 
Show that U*nX’=U. Since Ui>Unx’ (5~Un~~~5=p,(r)~4~p~-‘(Un 
X/)=Ui), we have U* 2 Uirl(UnX/)=Un(UiEIX/)=UnX’=U and U*flX’>U. 
Let 5 E lJ* nX’. Then there is i E I such that 5 E Ui nX,l and 5 =pi(<) E u nx/ c U; 
U* n X’ C U and U = U* nX’ is open in X’. 
We note that the system of proretractions p, : X* +X* determined from the projec- 
tions pi :X* + Xi, i E I, satisfies the assumptions of Lemma 5 and pi(X*) = ei(Xi) = 
X/, iE1. 
Applying Lemma 5, we complete the proof of the fact that e is an embedding. 
Let tEX* = limX,, 5 L I - eipi(<), i E I. Since pi, i E Z, is a directed family of pro- 
jections, we see tthat { 5, 1 i E I} . IS a directed family of elements from e(limXi) =X’. 
For this family 5 is an upper bound. Show that 5 is a limit point of { (iTi E Z}. Let 
iJ E nj<,+(ij, ui,), i, E I, and let Ui, C Xi, be open, j < k. This means that pi, (5) E Ui,, 
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j<k. Let i6I be such that ii<i, j<k. Then 
Pi,(ici)=Pi,eipi(5)=pii,pieipi(5)=pii,pi(5)=pi,(4)E ui,, _i<k, 
5i E l&k (ii, ui,). Thus, < IS a limit point of the family {ti 1 i E I}. If 5’ E X* is an 
upper bound of { I$ 1 i E I}, but 5 d t’, there exists an open subset U C X* such that 
5 E U, t’ @ U. By the above arguments, there is i E I such that ti E U. However, & < 5’ 
implies 4’ E U. We arrive at a contradiction. Thus, 5 = sup&, 4 is a limit point of the 
family { ti 1 i E I} C X’, and X’ is a d-basis for X*. 
We give a universal method for obtaining inverse spectra of projections. 
Let (I, <) be a directed set of indices, and let pi :X --+Xi, i E I, be a family of 
projections of some space X such that i < j implies pl <pi. Then for i< j E I there 
exists the projection pi; :Xj -Xi such that pi = pjipj. It is easy to verify that the 
system {Xi 1 pji : Xj + Xl, i < j E I} forms the spectrum of projections. Conversely, if 
{xi 1 Pj* :<j+Xir i <j E I} is the inverse spectrum of projections, then for X $z limX, 
pi :X -Xi, i E I, being e mappings of the inverse limit, are projections by Lemma 4 
and the inverse spectrum constructed from X, pI, i E I, coincides with the original one. 
The above representation of inverse spectra of projections allows us to pass up to a 
homeomorpism to spectra of the subspaces: 
Let p; :X -Xi, i E I (id j + pi d pj) be a family of projections of X and let 
{xl I P/f :q -xi, i < j E I} be the corresponding inverse spectrum. Let pi :X +X be 
the proretraction of X corresponding to the projection pi :X -Xi, i E I, X/ *pi(X), 
i E I. Then i < j implies X,’ ‘7:. Set pj, ’ %pi lJ$!, it is easy to see that the system 
{X/ 1 p:i :3! +&i” id j E I} is an inverse spectrum which is homeomorphic to the 
spectrum {Xi I JJji : xYj +X;, i < j E I}, with the help of the system of homeomorphisms 
e, :X, +X/=ei(Xi)cX, h w ere e; together with pi, i E I, form a projection pair. 
This remark shows that it suffices up to a homeomorphism to consider spectra ap- 
pearing from directed families of proretractions. 
Let p; :X +X, i E Z, be a directed family of proretractions of the space X (i.e., for 
any i, j E I there exists k E I such that pi, pj < pk ). On I we introduce a preorder, setting 
i<j* P; < pj. Let X, I + pi(X), i E I. For id j e,, : Xi -<, is the identity embedding 
(X, CX,); pji % pi TXj :Xj +A’;. Then {Xi I pji :Xj +Xi, i<j E I} is an inverse spec- 
trum of projections, {Xi 1 e,j :X, --+Tt,, i < j E I} is the dual direct spectrum ((eij, pji) is 
a projection pair for id j E I). 
We return to d-spaces and establish a basic topological fact. 
Proposition 6. Let X be a d-space, and let pi, i E I, be a directed family of proretrac- 
tions of X, X, * pi(X), i E I, X* * UiEIX;, p* SUpiEl Pi(E C(X,X)), X* ti p(X). 
Then 
(1) p is a proretraction of X, 
(2) X* is a d-basis for X*, 
(3) if the family pi, i E I, separates X (i.e., for any 5 # t’ E X there is i E I such 
that pi(l) # p&t’)), then X=X*, 
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(4) X* is naturally homeomorphic to the space limXj, 
(5) X* is naturally homeomorphic to the space l&X;. 
Let 5 EX* and let i E I be such that t EX~ = Pi(X). Then for i < j E I we have 
Xi C X, = Pi(X) and pi( <) = 5. Consequently, P( 5) = sup&( 4) = supiGi pj( t) = 5. Let 
5’EX*. Then P(<)=suPPi(i’), P2(1”)=P(supPi(~))=suPPPi(~)=supPi(~)=P(~). 
Moreover, Pi(t) d 4 for all i E I implies P(5) = supPi < 5. Thus, p is a proretraction 
OfX. 
Let 4 EX. Since {Pi(<) 1 i E I} 1s a directed family of elements from X*, p( 4) = 
Suppi( and p(t) is a limit point of the family {Pi(<) 1 i E I} (X is a d-space!), then 
X* is a d-basis for X* = p(X). 
Let a family of proretractions p,, i E Z, separate X and let 4 EX. Since Pi(t) < 
p(5)6& we have ~~(0 = P?(OGPip(5)Gpi(5), i.e., p,p(t) = pi(t) for all i El. 
Consequently, p( 5) = 4. 
Proposition 5 yields assertion (4) of the proposition. 
Let X’ k 1imXi and let pi : X’ + Xi be the corresponding projections (in accordance 
with Lemma g). Then the family pi : X’ +X’, i E I, of the corresponding proretractions 
(pi(X’) = ei(Xi), i E I) separates the space X’. By the above arguments (cf. (2) and 
(3)) e((limXi) is a d-basis for X’. Since X* is homeomorphic to limXi and e(limXi), 
we conclide that X’, being a d-space with the same homeomorphicd-basis as thiat for 
X*, is homeomorphic to X*. 
We give another formulation of Proposition 6 using the above representations of 
inverse spectra of projections. 
Let (I, <) be a directed set of indices and let Pi :X +Xi, i E Z, be a family of projec- 
tions such that i <j E I implies p, < pi. Let {Xi 1 Ri : & +X;, i < j E Z} be the inverse 
spectrum of projections, where Pii are found from the relation p, = pjipi, i< j E Z, 
and p :X + limX, be a continuous mapping to the inverse limit determined from the 
system Pi, i &. Let {Xi 1 eij : Xi -Xi, i <j E I} be the dual direct spectrum and let 
e : 1imX; + 1imX; be a homeomorphic embedding. 
Proposition 7. If‘X is a d-space, then 
( 1) p :X + lim Xi is a projection and p = supp,, where 7 and pi are proretractions 
of X corr&ponding to the projections p, pi, i E I, 
(2) X* +G &, pi(X) is a d-basis for X* %p(X), 
(3) if a family of projections pi, i E Z, separates X (i.e., for any 5 # 5’ E X there is 
i E I such that pi(<) # pi(<‘)), then X =X*, 
(4) X* is naturally homeomorphic to the direct limit limXi, 
(5) X* is naturally homeomorphic to the inverse limit&Xi. 
To formulate corollaries, we introduce the category 9P whose objects are d-spaces 
and morphisms are all their projections. 
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Corollary 3. In the category 9P,for any inverse spectrum {X 1 pii :Xj -xi, i < j E I} 
there exists the inverse limit lim @‘Xi; moreover, the inverse limit coincides with the 
inverse limit limXi of this spezrum in the category of all topological spaces. 
Let X’ %z 1imX; and p( :X’ -Xi be the corresponding projections (Lemma 4), i E Z. 
By Proposition 4, X’ is a d-space. Let X be a d-space and let pi :X +Xj, i E Z, be a 
family of projections such that pi = pj;pj for i <j E I. By Proposition 7, 1) a mapping 
p: X +X’ such that pip = pi, i E Z, is a projection. 
The most important corollary will be formulated as a theorem. 
Theorem 1. Zf a functor F : 9P + 9P transforms eparating families of proj’ections 
to separating families, then for any inverse spectrum {Xi 1 pji : Xj + Xi, i <j E I} (in 
the category 9J’) the natural homeomorphism F(limXi) M lim F(Xi) holds. 
Indeed, the family of projections pi : 1imXi -Xi, i EZ, separates 1imX;. Conse- 
quently, the family of projections F(pi) : F(TimXi) + F(Xi), i E Z, separa&s F(limX). 
Hence F(limX,) z l’,” F(X) (cf. Proposition?‘, 2) and 5)). 
For any functor F : 29” + L!?P there exists a naturally defined projection p : F(limX,) 
+ lim F(Xi), which is a homeomorphism under the assumption of the theorem. The 
conv\rse assertion is obvious: iJ’ p is a homeomorphim far all inverse spectra, then F 
transforms eparating families of projections to separating ones. 
Theorem 1 and remark are of universal character. However, a “local” assertion is 
also valid. 
Theorem 2. For an inverse spectrum {Xi ) pji : Xj + xi, i < j E Z} in 9P and a functor 
F : %P + 9J’ the projection p : F(limXi) + lim F(Xi) is a homeomorphism tf’and only 
if the family of projections F(pi),+i E Z, separates F(limXi). 
Here pi : 1imXj +Xi, i E Z, is a family of projections of the inverse limit. 
Let us ve&y that the functor Fc :X H C(X,X) satisfies the assumption of the 
theorem. First, we define this functor. Let p :X -+ Y be a projection and let e : Y +X 
be such that (e, p) is a projection pair. Define p’ : C(X,X) + C( Y, Y) and e’ : C( Y, Y) + 
C(X,X) as follows: 
p’:gHpge, sEC(X,X), 
e’ : .f H eJti, f E C( Y, Y ). 
These mapping are continuous and form a projection pair 
p’e’f = p(efp)e = pef pe = f, 
e’p’g = 4pge)p = epgep G 9. 
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Setting Fe(p) % p’, we obtain a fimctor from 9J’ into 9J’. Let pi :X +Xj, i E I, be 
a directed system of projections separating X. For simplicity, we assume that Xi is a 
subspace of X. Therefore, X* e lJiEIX is a d-basis for X. Let f # f’ E Fe(X) = 
C(X,X), then there exist i E I and 5 EX, such that f(c) # f’(4). Since the system 
pi, i E Z, separates X, there is j E I such that pjf(<) # pjf’(<). If k E I is such that 
i,jdk, then [EXk, pk.f(t)#pkf’(‘t), 
(fi(Pk)f)(t) = Pkfek(r) = Pkf(<> # Pkf’(<) = Pkf’ek(t) = (Fc(Pk)f’)(t), 
fi(Pk)f#@(Pk)f’, 
the system of projections Fc(pi), i E 1, separates Fe(X) = C(X,X). 
Theorem 1 allows us to realize the Scott construction [3] of topological spaces X 
homeomorphic to the space C(X,X) on a considerably wider class of topological spaces 
than the class known earlier. Such spaces XZ C(X,X) define a model of type-free 
A-calculation in the case where the mapping ev : (f, <) H f(t), f E C(X,X), l EX, 
from C(X,X) x X to X is continuous. 
If X is a d-space and there exists a projection p : C(X,X) +X, then we introduce a 
sequence of spaces and projections as follows: 
x0 %X.. . ,X+1 %Fc(X,), n E co, 
PO=P:XI =Fc(XO)(=C(X,X))+XO(=X),...,~,+I =Fc(p,), 
n E a. The sequence allows us to define the inverse spectrum of projections {X, 1 pm,, :
-G-X, n6mEw},bysettingp,,=p,_l...p,_lp,forn<mandp,,=idx”.Then 
C (l”XJ’LmXn) = Fc (l--x,) = l’,” Fc(X,) = @Xx,+] = l’,“Xn. 
Note that the constructed space X* %J limX, (such that X* M C(X*,X*)) is pro- 
jected onto X=X& 
We give the simplest condition of the existence of a projection pair e :X + C(X,X), 
p: C(X,X) -+X if X contains the smallest element I, then eo and po such that 
e0(50>(5) * 50 for 50,5 E X, po : f +-+ f(l), f E C(X,X), form a projection pair. 
For the above embedding es :X + C(X,X), if there exists p: C(X,X) -+X such that 
(eo, p) is a projection pair, then X contains the smallest element I and p = PO. 
Indeed, it is easy to verify that p(idx) is the smallest element of X provided that 
(eo, p) is a projection pair. 
Corollary 4. There exists a d-space X such that X is homeomorphic to C(X,X) and 
X is projected onto RI, where R the set of real numbers with the natural topology. 
Having established important properties of d-spaces, we turn to the question if there 
exists a “natural” extension of an arbitrary topological space to the minimal d-space? 
It turns out that the question about the existence of d-completions has the positive 
answer. 
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As was proved in [l, Theorem 2.71, for any To-space X the smallest d-subspace of 
the space X’ (= the smallest sober extension of X) containing X is a d-completion of 
X. Below, we will prove that the smallest d-subspace of any d-space Y containing X 
( C Y) is a d-completion of X (Proposition 8). As a consequence, we obtain another 
proof of the existence of d-completions. 
We begin with a generalization of the notion of a d-basis, regarding the property of 
the d-basis from Proposition 1 as the definition of a wider notion. 
A subspace Xa of a space X is called a d*-basis if for any d-space Y and con- 
tinuous mapping fs :X0 -+ Y there exists a unique continuous mapping 
extends fo . 
f :X+Y that 
Corollary 5. If X0 is a d-basis for X, then X0 is a d*-basis for X. 
Corollary 6. If X0 is a d*-basis for X and U, U’ are open subset of X such that 
unxo=U’nxo, then U=U’. 
The Serpinskii space El is a d-space. 
Continuous mappings fu, fuj, defined by the formulas 
fU(fU~)(i”) = 
T, 5 E U(U’>, 
1, s’ $ U(U’), 
coincide on X0. Consequently, f” = fa, and 7J = U’. 
Corollary 7. if X0 is a d*-basis for XI and XI is a d*-basis for X2, then X0 is a 
d*-basis for X2. 
Lemma 6. Let {Xi / eij : Xi -+Xj, i<j E I> be u direct spectrum of topological spaces 
such that for any i<j eij is a homeomorphic embedding of Xi onto a d*-basis for 
Xi. Then for any i E I ei : Xi 4 lim Xj is a homeomorphic embedding onto a d*-basis 
for 1imXj. 
Indeed, the conditions of the lemma imply that for any continuous mapping fi :Xi -+ Y 
in a d-space Y and any j E I such that i < j there exists a unique continuous mapping 
.f/ :Xi + Y such that ji = fjeij. Since lim iE, X; = limigjEl Xj, there exists a unique 
continuous mapping f : lim i <j+C, Xj 4 Y such that {= f ej for all i d j. 
Corollary 8. Let X0 be a subspace of X. Assume that there exists an increasing 
transjinite sequence Xb, b<x, of subspaces of X (starting from X0 and terminating 
with X =Xx) such that 
(1) Xb is a d-basis for Xb+l, P<a, 
(2) X, = U?<R X, for a limit B<u and Xb is naturally homeomorphic to the space 
Then X0 is a d*-basis for the space X. 
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The assertion is proved by induction on CI with the help of Proposition 1 and 
Lemma 6. 
If Xc is a d*-basis of a d-space X, then X is called a d-completion of the space X0. 
Corollary 9. If X und Y are d-completions of a space X0, then there exists a unique 
homeomorphism E : X + Y of the space X to the space Y such that E ~XO = idxO. 
Proposition 8. If X0 is a subspuce of a d-space X, then the smallest d-subspace X* 
of X containing X0 is a d-completion of X0. 
The smallest d-subspace X* containing X0 exists in view of Corollary 1, item 2 to 
the definition of d-spaces: X* is the intersection of all d-subspaces of X containing X0. 
Therefore, we can assume that X = X*, i.e., there exists no d-subspace Y c X such 
that Xc C Y. 
For any subspace Y C X denote by Y” the subspace of X that is defined by the set 
{r] 1 q E X, there exists a directed family {vi 1 i E I} 
of elements of Y such that q = supyi 
and y is a limit point for this family}. 
From the definition of Y” we see that Y is a d-basis for Y”. 
We indicate one more property: A subspuce Y( C X) is a d-space if and only if 
Y” = Y. Indeed, if Y is a d-space, then Y” C Y C Y” implies Y = Y”. 
Let Y” = Y and let {Q ( i E I} C Y be a directed family. Since X is a d-space, in X 
there exists 4 %J sup vi and 4 is a limit point of the family { ni 1 i E I}. Then 5 E Y” = Y 
by the definition of Y” and 5 is a limit point of the family {r/i 1 i E I} in Y, i.e., Y is 
a d-space. 
Introduce a transfinite sequence Xp of subspaces of X (starting from Xc) as follows: 
X,+1 =cxfl>O, X,% u y,pX7 for a limit p. Since all Xb’s are subspaces of X and 
Xb C X, for fi < y, there exists an ordinal CI such that X, = X,+1 = (X,)‘. By the above 
property, X, is a d-space (subspace of X containing X0). Consequently, X, =X. 
In order to apply corollary to Lemma 6, it suffices to establish the following property: 
If B is a limit ordinal, then Xb is naturally homeomorphic to the space lirn ?.+ X;,. 
This property asserts that the topology on Xb regarded as a subspace of X coincides 
with the topology of the direct limit of the direct spectrum {X, 1 y c/S}. It suffices to 
show that if U C Xp is such that U n X, is open in X, for all y > /I, then U is open 
in Xfl. 
uo * U nX0 is open. Consequently, there exists an open set VO C X such that 
VonXo = UO = UnXo. Let us show that VOIIX? = u,,kunx, for all y<fi. Without 
loss of generality, we can assume that for all limit /IO < j3 the corresponding property 
holds. Hence, by Corollary 8, for any y<B Xc is a d*-basis for the space X7. Since 
U? = U n X, is open in X7, there exists an open set V, in X such that I’; n X, = U;.. 
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Since V7 nXa = V, nX,, nXO = u, nx, = Unx, = U. = v,nx, and X0 is a d*- 
basis for X;., Corollary 6 to the definition of a d*-basis implies that V, = Vc, i.e., 
V,nX,. = U;.. Then 
v,nx, = v,n 
( ) 
Ux;, = (J (vonx)= U u;. = u 
?<P 7 < /j FB 
and U is open in Xp. 
Applying Corollary 8 to Lemma 6, we complete the proof of the proposition. 0 
Corollary 10. For any space X0 there exists its d-completion. 
By Proposition 8, it suffices to find some d-space X containing X0 as a subspace. 
But it is Lemma 3 which shows that X0 is homeomorphic to a subspace of the d-space 
$“O I , where TxO( CP(Xo)) is the topology on X0. 
To conclude, we note that a d*-basis is not necessarily a d-basis. Thus, the sequence 
of subspaces Xb of the space X constructed in the proof of Proposition 8 is not always 
terminated at the first step. In fact, this transfinite sequence can be as long as desired. 
We give the simplest example of a sequence consisting of 3 terms. On the basis of ideas 
of this example, it is easy to construct examples of spaces with transfinite sequences 
as long as desired. 
x0 % rti2. The topology T x0 is defined as follows: for any n E w and any function 
f :w+w we set 
U,.,,,* {(m,k) I m>n,k3f(m - n),m,k E w}, 
moreover, TxO is the smallest topology on X0 containing all sets of the form U,,,,f, 
n E CO, f : o + w. It is easy to verify that the order on X0 defined by this topology is 
the following: 
(m,k) <x,(m’,k’) %rn = m’, kdk’. 
If Xc is embedded into a d-space X, then Xi = (X0)’ consists of points of X0 and 
limits of all sequences 
(m,0)6(m,l)< ... d(m,k)< ..., kEo. 
Let %i E Xr be the limit of this sequence in X, m E w. It is not hard to check that in X 
(consequently, in Xi) the following relations hold: o<i< . Eib . . .; moreover, this 
sequence has no upper bound in Xi. Let * %G sup{E ( m E CO}. Then X2 = X, U { *} and 
X2 is already a d-subspace of X. 
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